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General Studies Paper - IV
Topic: Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.
Q) What do you understand by distributive justice? What does utilitarianism have to
say about distributive justice? (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- Distributive justice concerns the nature of a socially just allocation of goods in a society. A society in
which incidental inequalities in outcome do not arise would be considered a society guided by the principles of
distributive justice. The concept includes the available quantities of goods, the process by which goods are to be
distributed, and the resulting allocation of the goods to the members of the society.
Five types of distributive norm are defined by Donelson R. Forsyth :

Equity: Members’ outcomes should be based upon their inputs. Therefore, an individual who has invested a large
amount of input (e.g. time, money, energy) should receive more from the group than someone who has
contributed very little.



Equality: Regardless of their inputs, all group members should be given an equal share of the rewards/costs.
Equality supports that someone who contributes 20% of the group’s resources should receive as much as
someone who contributes 60%.



Power: Those with more authority, status, or control over the group should receive more than those in lower
level positions.



Need: Those in greatest needs should be provided with resources needed to meet those needs. These individuals
should be given more resources than those who already possess them, regardless of their input.



Responsibility: Group members who have the most should share their resources with those who have less.

Utilitarianism :Utilitarianism is an ethical theory which states that the best action is the one that maximizes utility. “Utility” is defined
in various ways, usually in terms of the well-being of sentient entities. Jeremy Bentham, the founder of utilitarianism,
described utility as the sum of all pleasure that results from an action, minus the suffering of anyone involved in the
action. Utilitarianism is a version of consequentialism, which states that the consequences of any action are the only
standard of right and wrong. Unlike other forms of consequentialism, such as egoism, utilitarianism considers the
interests of all beings equally.
Distributive justice and utilitarian :

Utilitarianism shows interest in distribution of goods only if this has some impact on maximisation of overall
happiness.



Approximately equal distribution of resources has the best effect. This is so, they believe, because a certain good
is of less value to someone who already has a lot of it, than to someone who possesses a very short supply of the
good (e.g. one extra dollar means much less to a millionaire than to a beggar).



The loss of happiness of the rich is much smaller than the gain of happiness of the poor, if some reasonable
amount of goods is taken from the former and given to the latter. Therefore, a redistribution of resources
increases general happiness of a society.



However, utilitarians do not advocate strict equality because it would have an adverse influence on the working
motivation of the able individuals, and thereby on the overall wealth of the society. The main task is to find a
balance between factors that point towards equality and those ones that go against it.
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Q) “Great ambition is the passion of a great character. Those endowed with it may
perform very good or very bad acts. All depends on the principles which direct
them.” – Napoleon Bonaparte.
Stating examples mention the rulers
(i)

who have harmed society and country,

(ii)

who worked for the development of society and country.

(150 Words)

 Ambition is defined as a desire and determination to achieve success.
 An ambitious person is always motivated to do his best. Ambition guides him to be enthusiastic, confident,
explorers of new ideas and innovations etc
 Having big dreams and putting efforts to realise them requires great deal of courage and belief in yourself,
something which only people of strong character can do. It’s our morals and values that decide whether those
ambitions are in a good direction or not.
(a) Harmed society and country


Hitler, Stalin

(b) Developed society and country


Ashoka, Nelson Mandela

A character of both shades – Napoleon himself who waged wars throughout Europe, while also strengthened liberal
values in France.
(Explore their deeds briefly under the two heads accordingly)
Ambition is a two edged sword and should be used rationally along with principles of benevolence, emotional
intelligence, integrity etc to serve utilitarianism.

Topic: Ethics in human actions
Q) The crisis of ethical values in modern times is traced to a narrow perception of
the good life. Discuss. (150 Words)
Introduction :- Ethical values is the set of established principles governing virtuous behavior. Common ethical values
include: freedom, trustworthiness, respect, loyalty, responsibility, fairness, caring, and sanctity. Many of these are
correlated with the view of human life. In Modern times we humans are facing crisis of ethical values like lack of
trustworthiness, biased behaviours, cheatings etc. All these problems can be traced to the narrow perception of good
life.


The concept of good life has changed. It has conceived as individualistic life rather than family, social oriented
life. This self centered behaviour narrows down happiness.



From being a healthy, spiritual life it has become materialist in nature. People are finding happiness in money,
luxury rather than good relationships, peace of mind.



The requirements of good life were more simple in old times and has become complicated in modern times like
getting normal food, cloth was happiness for many but in modern times it’s brand, source is given importance
more than it’s utility in many cases.



Practicality and general routine customs are being given more weight than ethicality and rationality like
corruption is prevalent hence hardly anyone thinks for not doing it.



In it we are caring more for temporary things than long lasting things hence the problems of industrialization,
pollution, global warming occur as we exploit nature mercilessly rather than conserving it in long terms.

Bertrand Russell had said “A good life is inspired by love and guided by knowledge“ which hold very much meaning in
modern times. We need to broaden the perception of life in order to make it good. We must take our life to advance
stage and beyond the basic things like by rising above the narrow conceptions, self centered behaviour and limited
www.insightsonindia.com
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understandings of things. It is done by many people like Gautam Buddha, Mother Teresa, Steve Jobs, Institutions like
Bachpan Bachao Andolan, nations like Bhutan and others must walk on same path.

Q) Is torture unethical? Justify. (150 Words)
The Hindu
BBC
Introduction :- Torture is inflicting pain or injury to a living entity mentally, physically or emotionally. It is practiced as
a deterrence, punishment or revenge etc. Torture can be formal or informal. The prisoners, anti social elements like
terrorists experience formal torture inflicted by authorities but in day to day life one can experience torture like in
patriarchal society a wife has to bear torture or a in case of bonded labour he/she has to face torture in heinous
conditions of work.
On international front efforts are being made in order to regulate, minimize this torture inflicted on criminals,
prisoners of war, illegal migrants. United Nations Convention against Torture (UNCAT)) is an international human
rights treaty, under the review of the United Nations, that aims to prevent torture and other acts of cruel, inhuman,
or degrading treatment or punishment around the world.
Efforts are being taken in that directions as torture is unethical in many ways :

In words of Supreme Court in D. K. Basu case, torture is a wound in the soul so painful that sometimes you can
almost touch it, but it is also such intangible that there is no way to heal it.



Torture as an instrument of “human degradation” used by the state. It results into devastation of life of the
person on whose it was inflicted.



Torture treats the victim as a means to an end and not an end in themselves. It treats the victim as a ‘thing’, not
as a person with all the value that we associate with persons.



Imposition of torture and the severity depends mainly on the authorities who enjoys discretion hence torturers
often explicitly dehumanise their victims to make it easier to torture them



The person under torture gets double jeopardy with assuming the torture as a right of authority by inflicting it
the way they want and also the person live in fear, pain and uncertainty about life.



Torture is sometimes used to destroy the autonomy of the victim.



Torture violates the rights and human dignity of the victim, including the legal right to remain silent when
questioned.



Torture many a times results into custodial deaths which is against human laws.

Torture is held necessary by public many times. It enjoys more than twice the public support in the US that it does in
France, Spain, and the UK. However torture is a slippery slope – each act of torture makes it easier to accept the use
of torture in the future hence opinion across the globe must be mobilized to eradicate it.

Q) Is the campaign of naming and shaming of sexual offenders an ethical and
appropriate way to bring justice to victims? Discuss the ethical issues involved in
such campaigns. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Naming And Shaming campaigns are used in order to punish the rule breakers and to deter others from
following the same path. Many a times campaign like #MeToo for university teachers, people going for open defecation
or not having toilets in home, bank defaulters are named and shamed in order to fast track the process of law
implementation etc.
Campaigns like naming and shaming of sexual offenders is considered ethical on basis of notions spreading awareness,
stopping further crime, doing justice with the accused but there are many ethical issues involved in this and other such
campaigns :-

www.insightsonindia.com
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It attacks directly on personal dignity and reputation of the named person which makes the person difficult to
lead normal social life.



It denies the accused a chance to get reformed as once the reputation is gone no act of improvements or
correcting behaviour on accused side will be effective to regain what he/she lost.



The established legal routes are not followed and due process of law is kept at bay in such campaigns which
largely involves tendency of mob justice.



It is discriminatory tool to punish the offender as though he/she committed economic, social crime the only
punishment under this is shaming in public



Sometimes unavoidable situations, genuine mistakes are also make the accused to commit that crime like farmers
defaulting on bank hence for larger socio politico and natural circumstances only the said person is held
responsible and shamed.

Hence a rational analysis of intent, consequences of such campaigns must be evaluated before their implementation.

Q) Discuss the ethical issues involved in the recent boiler explosion at NTPC’s
Unchahar power plant in Rae Bareli. (150 Words)
The Hindu
BBC
Introduction :- The recent incidence of NTPC Unchahar power plant in Rae Bareli took toll of 32 people and caused
sever injuries to security personal. The ethical issues involved in it stems from various concerns :

Lack of legal accountability :- The basic objective of the Indian Boilers Act, 1923 is to ensure the safety of life and
protection of property by mandating uniform standards in the quality and upkeep of these units. This is violated
in this accident.



Negligence and carelessness :- The accident was entirely preventable because boilers are designed to provide
warnings as soon as dangerous pressure builds up and trigger automatic safety devices at a critical point if
periodic inspections are done.



Corruption and malpractices involved :- At the Unchahar plant, the blocking of an outlet for waste gases by ash,
unusual in a fairly new boiler, calls for an inquiry into the quality of the equipment and the fuel used.



Lack of transparent regulatory mechanism :- The slack industrial regulation in country has resulted in inefficiency
and corruption which is also exaggerated by governments slackening of safety rules.



Compromise on safety of life :- Rigorous quality checking, accident reporting, prompt responsive actions are
necessary which seemed to be lacking in this incidence. Rise of such incidents shows professional irresponsibility
and lack of accountability on administration part.



Suffrage to families of dead and injured :- Such incidences renders the families in broken state. State though
compensate financially can’t reverse back their permanent emotional loss.

Human disasters are very much avoidable if proper care is taken on all fronts. It’s occurrence and then repeated,
increased incidences shows deterioration of ethical administration in their management along with technical. Hence
proper guidelines, internationally recognized frameworks and constant improvisation of ethical administration is
required.

Q) Is cheating unethical? Examine why do people cheat. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Cheating, misconduct, deception and other forms of unethical behavior are widespread today, not just
in business but in sports, government, schools, and many other arenas.
While the media often focuses on extreme cases of cheating and sensational scams (such as Bihar cheating cases in
past), less attention is paid to what researchers call ordinary unethical behavior of cheating in day to day life. For
example: not reporting income on one’s taxes, buying clothing with the intention of wearing it once and returning it,
stealing from one’s employer, or cheating on an exam.
www.insightsonindia.com
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Is cheating unethical :

Cheating is a result of ordinary people giving into the temptation to cheat when confronted with the opportunity
to do so. When combined, these behaviors are extremely costly for both individual and society. It sets a very bad
practice and precedence in place for others to follow.



It creates a distortion of level playing field. For ex Cheating is unfair to honest students. A cheater receives
through deception what honest students work hard for.



It is unethical in sense that if it is justified out of practicality of situation or broader perspective of it’s practice for
a good reason them it gives people an excuse to cheat. For ex Lord Krishna played many tricks in Mahbharata
but justified it for “winning of right”.

Why do people cheat :

Cheating is viewed as one of the best short cut by lazy, unethical people and hence it is adopted to pass away
from hard work.



The lack of self confidence, increased level of competition, fear of failure, maintaining the standard of living or
reputation in economic terms are also some of the factors which drive a person to opt for cheating.



Absence of broader understanding of ethics, morals, integrity, honesty, patience, emotional intelligence are also
responsible for increased cheating.



Miseries of life like poverty, unemployment, health hazards etc. may also become a cause for a person to go on
adopting cheating as a means to get out of these problems.

Cheating may yield results in short terms but for long term perspective it is very unsustainable and unethical way to
look for things. Hence must be avoided.

Q) Examine the ethical issues involved in protests against the release of movie
Padmavati. (150 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- Padmavati is the latest Bollywood film about the Rajput Queen Rani Padmavati. It has been involved in
various controversies since it’s shooting. There are many ethical issues involved :

Issues of freedom of speech and expression:- It is one of the fundamental rights granted by Indian constitution
and such protest encroach it under name of hurting the sentiments of related community.



Manipulation and twisting of the historical facts :- The Padmavati story, like many others, has undergone several
mutations. Playing with the historical facts will prove to be harmful and derogatory not only for the history but for
the people related to this glorious past as well. If the protest is based on such sound understanding and if the
movies has done such manipulation then it must be taken into account.



Disrespect to the legends and to emotions of community :- If fixing the stories are being done in a much artificial
manner and according to one’s own comfort for the sake of grand visuals and stories may disrespect the legends
and their decedents. India takes pride in preserving and propagating it’s rich heritage and such attempts may
malign the image of society and country.



Issues related to respect for women and their dignity :- The films showcase the Rani Padmavati’s life in much
details and if the shoots are not real facts and are being exaggerated then it is the disrespect to a woman’s dignity.

Movies are the reflection of society as much as societies are the reflection of movies. They need to be very sensitive
in checking what they are producing. On the other side public also must understand that they only protest only if there
is substantial issue and not on every aspect which will encroach on the freedom of speech and expression.

Q) Examine the moral issues associated with violations of traffic rules. (150 Words)
The Indian Express
Introduction :- India has the second largest road networks in the world and accounts for 10% of worldwide road
fatalities. Laws regulating the traffic on the road are provided under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. however lapses in
traffic laws regulations, violations and accidents are glaring reality.
www.insightsonindia.com
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There are many moral issues involved in violation of traffic rule :

It may result in death and injury to people without their fault :-For ex in Delhi, jumping lights is a feature of daily
life. It is dangerous and very often fatal for either the violator or the innocent passerby or both. If everyone
crashed lights, there would be chaos. Comparably, if everyone always told lies, there would be no difference
between lying and truth-telling.



Violating signals and jumping lights can have devastating consequences :- Non-functioning traffic lights force
people to take unilateral decisions when co-operative action is called for. If psychologically speaking, it results in
of legitimising jumping lights when they do work.



Crashing lights also alters our character. we think little of rule-breaking, especially when no one is looking. Like
school children singing patriotically and piously as their teachers look on, motorbikes and cars line up obediently
at crossings only when some competent authority is present. Even the presence of a patrol car will not deter
experienced jumpers for only traffic police can issue chalans.



People violating traffic rules even don’t raise their voice against law makers and implementers and exploit their
inability, inefficiency :- are As Lord Krishna said “dando damyatam asmi”. If there is one area where no one could
rightly complain of police action, it is the one area where the police seem least active. Which makes one wonder
if law and order are really a priority.

Roads are biggest source of interconnectivity within state and across and inter-county cooperation can give them
international dimensions too. They are source of providing social, financial, health, tourism connectivity for every
individual however, if safety is forgotten they can give an individual and others fatal consequences.
It is important to realize that right to life and liberty involves ensuring safety at every level including while we are
walking or driving on roads. It is ironical that respect for human life and law would come from increasing deterrence
on road safety laws infact the same should commence the moment we hold the steering or think of passing it
someone. If applied the Categorical imperative of Kant violation of traffic rule renders immoral activity in all respects.

Q) Enacting a law prohibiting torture is both a moral imperative and a pragmatic
necessity. Comment. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction:
Torture refers to the use of physical force or violence in order to get conviction or some information. There is a growing
demand for a law to prohibit torture.
Moral Reasons


It damages integrity of being human. Therefore this is in essence against Article 21 of the constitution.



It treats human life as a means to an end, than an end in itself.



It dehumanises not only the victim but the perpetrator as well.



It increase the general acceptance of casual violence in society.



The torture against animals also has moral dimensions. As Gandhi asserted “Greatness of a nation and its moral
progress is judged by the way it treats its animals”. Even the Constitution recognizes protection of animals as
fundamental duty.

Pragmatic Reasons


Many nations refuse to extradite criminals to India due to lack of Torture Prevention Law and the fact that India
has not yet ratified the international treaty for the same. Further, it also involves elements of soft power of a
nation.



Investigating agencies instead of properly conducting investigation rely on torture to get quick conviction and
maintain good records. Sometimes, innocent gets punished due to this.



Cases of torture while in police custody damages people’s trust and respect towards police and judicial
institutions.
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Most importantly, the sociological perspective points out the lower human indices which induce crime and
torture. There is indeed a need to tackle the problem at social levels as well.

Nelson Mandela said “Worth of a nation can be determined by how it treats its prisoners.” Probably, time has come
for us as a nation to evolve.

Topic: Emotional intelligence
Q) How will you apply emotional intelligence in administrative practices? (150
Words)
Introduction :- According to Peter Salovey and John Mayer Emotional intelligence is a synergy of four components
Application of emotional intelligence in
administration :

It is the base for other civil services values like
empathy,
compassion,
trustworthiness,
honesty, integrity, non partisanship etc. It will
be helpful in imparting sensitive understanding
to civil servant about the societal issues.



Emotional intelligence is required in team
building,
in
maintaining
interpersonal
relationship with the subordinates, creating
positive environment in workplace and
inculcating work culture in true sense in
organisation.



It is highly useful in decision making, consensus
building,
improving
transparency,
accountability, imparting service orientation in
public servants.



In leadership, conflict resolution, being
professional, increasing productivity, moral etc
it has huge role owing to it’s inherent simplicity in orienting an individual on right path of behaviour.

To summarize, Emotional intelligence is the ability to identify and understand emotions and their impact on behaviour
and attitudes. Those who have a high degree of emotional intelligence are in tune with both their own emotions and
the emotions of other people with whom they come in contact. Recently, focus on understanding emotions in
organizations has resulted in increased attention to the role of Emotional Intelligence.

Topic: Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers and
administrators
Q) “If a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful minds, I
strongly feel there are three key societal members who can make a difference. they
are father, the mother and the teacher.” – A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. Analyse. (150 Words)
UPSC CSE 2017
Introduction:
Being corruption free and a nation of beautiful minds require having sound ethical values in citizens.
Children of today are the citizen of tomorrow and the values imbibed in a child during its formative years plays
an important role in the holistic progress of the nation.
In this respect, three most influencing stakeholders i.e. father, mother and teacher are critical in shaping the
impressionable mind by inculcating right values.
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Parents
Inculcating honesty, empathy, truthfulness, compassion towards fellow living beings can be effectively done by
parents only.


These all require that parents provide emotional security and meet material requirements of the child.



A large portion of the time is spent by child where it acquires habits observing its parents. Hence parents
should not only preach but lead by example by exercising the aforementioned values.



Parents also form the formative mind of children when they tell moral based stories.



Exposing the children to good literature and movies also can be done by parents. Like Harishchandra stories which
portrays “honesty”.



Father is always the first role model for a child. Children learn by emulating their fathers. This with time becomes
ingrained in their minds and become a part of their own character.



Mother is often referred to as the first teacher and guide for a child. She teaches him emotional intelligence,
empathy, compassion. It is often the mother who guides our perception of what is right and wrong. This in a early
stage gets inculcated and becomes a part of our conscience. Mother influences our religious beliefs, cleanliness
habits.

Teacher


In addition to above stated values, teachers play a vital role in stoking curiosity in child, fostering his creative
ability and bring out latent talent and passions.



Teachers also play an important role in imbibing discipline and regulating the child’s inter-personal interaction
with peers.



Value based education in school should be prominent as envisaged by Gandhiji in Wardha scheme of education.



Given the fact that children spent almost half of their childhood in school, the role of teacher is paramount.

Other factors like media, peers and friends, siblings also play a vital role in shaping an individual. But primarily it is
the troika of teacher, mother and father.

Q) “The imposing tower of misery which today rests on the heart of India has its
sole foundation in the absence of education.” Comment. (150 Words)
General
Introduction:


Education plays an important role in one’s life.



It helps us to be rational, tolerant, social, to uphold attributes of empathy, love, compassion, women
empowerment equality for all, solidarity benevolence, secularism, brotherhood etc.



In this respect, education should be holistic as envisaged by Gandhiji in Wardha scheme in which vocational
training is emphasized along with value based education. In fact in the post independence India, the state took
upon education as an important tool for the nation-building.



However absence of education leads to corruption, intolerance, hate, absence of emotional intelligence, integrity,
social evils like superstition, patriarchal mindset, slavery, prostitution, stealing etc.

Conclusion
Therefore family, parents, schools, colleges, universities etc should be pro active in inculcating the moral values which
help an individual to perform his/ her duties in an ethical ways which not only help him/her to succeed but also propel
the nation to achieve the goal of happiness of all.
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Topic: Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration
Q) One of the tests of integrity is complete refusal to be compromised. Explain with
reference to a real life example. (150 Words)
Introduction :- Integrity is the consistency between one’s thoughts, words and actions. It is required in personal life
and for a civil servant in order to be aligned to the core principles in life. Being integrated with principles of truth,
efficiency, service and putting Organisational, public interests above personal interests is required.
As Alan Simpson had said “If you have integrity nothing else matters and if you don’t have integrity nothing else
matters”
Integrity is about complete refusal to be compromised. Even if a small element of compromise is involved the person/
organisation can’t be assumed to be integrated as they compromised on the base of integrity. Conducting integrated
behaviour in real sense requires utmost dedication, courage of conviction, desire to do welfare of maximum people
and readiness to face hardships for principles.
Gandhiji said “It’s very difficult to have honest behaviour but not impossible to do it.” This can be further illustrated
with real life examples.
For a student integrity is complete refusal to cheat in examination while for a Railway TTE it is not taking even 50-100
rs for adjusting passengers.
Civil servants like S R Shankaran showed complete integrity with the public service and refused to compromise it. He
remained unmarried for lifetime in order to dedicate his whole time and life for uplifting the weaker sections of society.
He works zealously for Schedules Castes people, bonded labourers etc.

Q) Discipline generally implies following the order and subordination. However, it
may be counter-productive for the organisation. Discuss. (150 Words)
Introduction:“Discipline is giving yourself a command and following it up with order “
-Bob Proctor
Discipline forms a very important part of human life. It is the primary requirement in order to live a good, healthy life.
It is important for an organisation in following ways :

It maintains hierarchy, rule orientation, efficiency by making the functioning of organisation smooth.



By this a healthy relationship between heads, subordinates and lower subordinates is maintained.



It’s role in maintaining respect, responsibility and prompt following of orders is immense.



It also helps a civil servant to inculcate other values like honesty, impartiality, integrity in him/her.

However it may be counter-productive for the organisation.


It limits the discretion in subordinate and eventually their innovative capacity to implement orders according to
demands of situation. Ex firing on farmers in Pune Maharashtra few years back



It creates class distinctions and divisions among people of the organisation and may lead to ego clashes, negative
feelings and atmosphere in organisation.



Strict discipline may even promote corruption, nepotism and other malpractices owing to the rule orientation
nature of civil servant rather than service orientation. For ex if a department like PDS/ration shop does not at all
consider excuses for misplacement of documents and adhere to procedures blindly then people might think
about adopting corrupt ways to get the work done.



It may also create trust deficit between people and organisation Ex police/ military many a times follow orders
and don’t use discretion based on demands of situation hence in incidences like dharana, protest people suffer
lathi charges and create a negative impression about police that they are anti people.

Hence discipline though necessary it’s extent of implementation must be determined in case to case basis and with
some flexibility in emergency, sensitive cases.
www.insightsonindia.com
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Q) Indoctrination of trainees in ethical behaviour will not be successful unless the
very recruitment process is overhauled to select ethical individuals into civil
services. Comment. (150 Words)
The Hindu
Introduction :- Public service is a ‘vocation’ and only on this foundation upon which a moral and responsible
government can be based. The civil servants need to be people of absolute integrity, ethics and morality because only
then they can take the civil service as a ‘vocation’.
It strengthens the sense of mission which a civil servant is supposed to undertake to serve the public; perform duties
and fulfill obligations. A similar doctrine of vocation was enunciated several thousand years ago by Lord Krishna in
Bhagwad Gita. It has been mentioned there, that ”Securing” universal welfare by one’s action is the ultimate measure
of a human being but more so of those who hold the public office”.
Hence it becomes important to indoctrinate trainees in ethical behaviour however it’s useless if the selection is of an
unethical individuals.
Ways to select ethical individuals in civil services :

Go beyond testing the theoretical knowledge of candidates and take measures to test real ethical sense like
psychiatric test for interview, more weightage to candidates real tilt and personal interests like if he/she is
involved in some social activities, any remarkable work done in own profession etc,



Testing individuals on spot questions and ethical dilemmas rather than rotten theories in Ethics paper. Posing
candidates to questions which need critical decision making.



UPSC civil services interviews can be reformed to be more elaborate on line of SSB interview to gauge the real
potential of candidates.



Putting more importance to individual behaviour, views, stands in training period and option of cancellation of
permanent recruitment in civil services if trainee fails to show ethical approach in training.

It’s important to place right persons in system in order to be hopeful for fixation of it’s deteriorating state today. As it
is said “Your best efforts will never be enough when your best efforts are being wasted on wrong person”

Q) Conflict of interest in the public sector arises when
(a)

official duties,

(b)

public interest, and

(c)

personal interest are taking priority one above the other.

How can this conflict in administration be resolved? Describe with an example. (150
Words)
Introduction :- A conflict of interest is a situation in which an individual has competing interests or loyalties. A conflict
of interest can exist in many different situations. The easiest way to explain the concept of conflict of interest is by
using some examples.


with a public official whose personal interests conflict with his/her professional position.



with a person who has a position of authority in one organization that conflicts with his or her interests in another
organization



with a person who has conflicting responsibilities.

For ex if a public servant has to decide on awarding a contract for a construction project and among biding entities
there are his/her relatives involved then there can be conflict of interest.
There are seven basic steps for developing and implementing a comprehensive conflicts of interest policy which will
allow the organisation to manage conflicts of interest before problems arise.


Identify the different types of conflicts of interest that typically arise in the organisation.



Develop an appropriate conflicts of interest policy, management strategies and responses.
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Educate staff, managers and the senior executive and publish the conflicts of interest policy across the
organisation.



Lead the organisation through example.



Communicate the organisation’s commitment to its policy and procedures for managing conflicts of interest to
stakeholders, including contractors, clients, sponsors and the community.



Enforce the policy.



Review the policy regularly.

Q) Examine the relevance of the following in the context of civil service: (150 Words)
(a)

Transparency

(b)

Accountability

(c)

Fairness and justice

(d)

Courage of conviction

(e)

Spirit of service

A civil servant is an important link between the government and the common people. Hence certain qualities have
strong significance for a civil servant.
Transparency


All decisions are taken in a fair manner following all the rules.



Administration should not only be fair but must also appear to be fair.



Rules and regulations should be simple and easily understood by all.

Accountability


Decisions are not made in a random fashion but must have some reason behind them.



A civil servant must be able to justify all the decisions he takes.



This will put adequate limits and controls on discretionary powers.



Ethical conduct and prevents corruption.

Fairness and Justice


Decisions should be made on the merit.



People get their fair due.



No discrimination of any sort should happen.

Courage of Conviction


There are decisions which have to be taken to ensure effectiveness and efficiency for the public welfare, but with
dilemma of different orders or interests. In that particular situation, the courgage should be shown by the civil
servant to face the uncertainity of future.



Civil Servants therefore should not be deterred by the fear of failure. Since so many are counting on you, so can’t
afford fear to influence you.

Spirit of Service


A civil servant works not for monetary benefits, promotion or easy postings but for the chance to work for the
public welfare is a prize in itself.



It will help him keep motivated and focused towards his ultimate goal.



Without this value, a civil servant will be a machine working in the system. He Should have feeling towards the
downtrodden and poor citizens. Spirit of service will awake a power in him to transform the lives of million people
living in poverty.
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All these qualities are fundamental to a civil servant. They will ensure that a civil servants delivers good-governance
to the people.

Topic: Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions;
Q) Increased national wealth did not result in equitable distribution of its benefits.
It has created only some “enclaves of modernity and prosperity for a small minority
at the cost of the majority.” Justify. (150 Words)
Introduction :- India is a welfare nation. Though it is growing at much higher rate and is identified as bright spot in
world economy redistribution of increased national wealth has remained a distant dream. The Oxfam International’s
global income inequality report says 57 billionaires in India have the same amount of wealth as the bottom 70%.
This condition of disparity is a result of many ethical crisis and public servants apathy in performance of duty :

Narrow conception of development results in Progress for few and neglect of many :- The developmental policies
when get oriented towards industrial development rather than agricultural then the benefits of growth are
enjoyed by minority leaving behind the majority in poverty. Ex India’s policies after independence relied on trickle
down effect and became more industry oriented hence even today over 70 households depends on agriculture



Imitating others without introspecting owns realities :- The notion of modernity varies from nation to nation. Our
country when trying to import the west’s ideas of development is not able to adjust with own realities and
creating the regional disparities. Ex developing Smart cities but what India really needs is Smart villages.



Poor governance, lack of administration, bureaucracy inefficiency :- The backbone of countries development is
it’s governance. Indian bureaucracy is marred with many problems like lack of accountability, transparency, lack
of motivation to work hence the welfare, service orientation of it decreases which results in poor development.

However the increased awareness on part of government and people has changed the situation. Efforts are being
taken to redistribute the fruits of development equally through measures like up gradation of bureaucratic
governance, reforming policy making and implementation, progressive taxations, experiments like demonetization
etc.

Q) You are an honest and responsible civil servant. You often observe the following:
(a)

There is a general perception that adhering to ethical conduct one may face
difficulties to oneself and cause problems for the family, whereas unfair
practices may help to reach the career goals.

(b)

When the number of people adopting unfair means is large, a small minority
having a penchant towards ethical means makes no difference.

(c)

Sticking to ethical means is detrimental to the larger developmental goals

(d)

While one may not involve oneself in large unethical practices, but giving
and accepting small gifts makes the system more efficient.

Examine the above statements with their merits and demerits. (250 Words)
Introduction :- Civil servants often face ethical dilemmas in working. They might get influenced by corrupt people and
practices around them. There is a chance that they might get diverted from their responsibilities and jobs. Hence it is
required to evaluate merits and demerits of such dilemmas and then take a rational decisions.
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Options Evaluation
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Explanation

Merit

Such unfair practices and shortcuts will reduce the efforts needed and will ease the life.

Demerit

It is not the sustainable way of achieving goals, ambitions and may backfire in future with
immense repercussion.

Merit

This path is well prevalent hence adhering to it might not lead to conviction. Individuals need
to get adapted to the institutional practices and customs followed by majority.

Demerit

This will negate possibility of reforming and resisting the prevalent bad practices.

Merit

Not sticking to ethical means will make process of development faster

Demerit

Ethical means ensures development in longer terms

Merit

Strict ethical following is not good for today’s world. One need to be practical rather than ideal.
This will improve efficiency.

Demerit

Such practices at small scale in present will set the tone for larger malpractices in future.

Justifications :(d) Civil services is not about achieving career goals it’s about serving others. It involves sacrifices at personal and
family level. Integrity is the utmost value of a civil servant and it must not be compromised. One should enter into
services considering all these factors. Giving excuses later for hardships is no way out.
(e) Courage of conviction that is fortitude is one of the most important value. Individual must show this in order to
put Organisational integrity above oneself. Changes are brought by individuals only. The fight of Mahatma Gandhi
was considered impossible in start but he proved that a small body of determined spirits fired by an unquenchable
faith in their mission can alter the course of history.
(f) Ethics and development are relative and two separate things. If we take example of Bhutan which adheres itself
to environmental ethics may be considered developed not industrially but if we apply the happiness,
environmental criteria then it’s one of the most developed country in world and adhering to ethics has definitely
helped Bhutan.
(g) Theft is theft even it may be of 10 rupees. Corruption is a slippery slope. When one sets on it slipping entirely will
not take much time. Small start often leads to big games hence all such attitudes must be shunned.

Q) You are aspiring to become an IAS officer and you have cleared various stages and
now you have been selected for the personal interview. On the day of the interview,
on the way to the venue you saw an accident where a mother and child who happen
to be your relatives were badly injured. They needed immediate help.
What would you have done in such a situation? Justify your action. (250 Words)
Introduction :- The above case study shows ethical dilemma on part of aspiring civil servant. She has invested a whole
lot of efforts of one year into preparation and another into reaching the stage of interview. At such most important
and crucial phase she has to risk all this to save the injured mother and child who happens to be her relatives.
Courses of action :

Rushing to the accident spot immediately.



As the case shows that the victims are mother and child and they need immediate help.



Arranging the first aid if possible, providing them with water etc and calling the nearby municiple persons,
doctors, ambulance, police their relatives immediately.
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Immediate attention is required to minimise the impact of accident and fast shifting to hospital will save further
loss.



exploring the options for taking the injured to hospital. If nothing can be done taking them to hospital by herself.

The aspirant in case need to take the victims to hospital must ensure the treatment and doctors action immediately.
She must get along with some relatives and concerned persons while on the way to hospital so that she can
immediately give the responsibility of injured to them and can leave for interview as soon as possible. While leaving
for interview it’s important that she should collect some necessary proofs, documents from hospital authority, police
about the accident and course thereafter.
She then must appear to interview place. If everything is in time there is no need to worry. In case the interview time
has been passed she must inform the administration there about the unfortunate incidence along with the necessary
proofs. If chance given she can convince the UPSC interview board members about the delay.
JUSTIFICATION :

Empathy is the most important value of a civil servants and it should be same about an aspirant. If empathy is
there nothing else matters. The immediate help to injured who is a mother and a child shows this value of the
aspirant.



Value of life is precious. India faces lacks of road accident deaths every year. Half of these deaths can be prevented
if victims are rushed to hospital within one hour of accidents. However the resistance of viewers, apathy of people
becomes barrier here. Hence even Supreme Court which recognized this problem came out with Good Samaritan
rules. This justifies the actions of the aspirant.



She risked her interview means she bended the timing rules if one see in reality. Rules are made for normal
situations and not for emergency situations. Even working civil servant can violate rules and regulations in
adversity. They can be set free and not guilty when they present the necessary explanation for their actions. The
same is being done by the aspirant.

Q) You are the head of the Human Resources department of an organisation. One
day one of the workers died on duty. His family was demanding compensation.
However, the company denied compensation because it was revealed in
investigation that he was drunk at the time of the accident. The workers of the
company went to strike demanding compensation for the family of the deceased.
The Chairman of the management board has asked for your recommendation.
What recommendation would you provide the management?
Discuss the merits and demerits of each of the recommendations. (250 Words)
Introduction :- The above case study needs the emotional intelligence of Head of human Resource Department in
order to handle a messy situation. In this though company is adhering to rules and regulations the situation of the
worker’s family and other worker’s concerns needs to be addressed carefully.
No. Recommendations

1)

2)

Merit

Demerit

Ignore the issue
and protest

This will pose the strict rule oriented behaviour of This will paint company’s image as un
company hence will discourage future chaos friendly and insensitive to workers
beyond rules.
concerns.

Give the
compensation

It will set a bad precedence for future
This will help the family of the dead worker to face
as anything beyond rule can be
their loss and stand on their own for future
achieved by workers with some
course.
protest.
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3)

Calling up of police will create a
State the facts,
mistrust
between
company
warn the
It will control the situation immediately. Further
authorities and workers. This will lead
protestant workers loss due to worker’s protest can be stopped.
to deterioration of work culture in
and call the police
future.

4)

Set up a
committee to
further think on
course of action

This will delay the matter and will
This will pacify protesting people for sometime
showcase careless attitude of
and will ensure company’s working hassle free.
company to come at a resolve.

Course of action :


Company on one hand must show sensitivity towards the workers and on other hand secure the interests of
company.



The workers as well as the family must be taken into confidence by a group of appointed people for dialogue
between company and representative of protesting people.



Other workers must be told to join work immediately in order to avoid company’s loss.



The rules, findings of the report and facts must be conveyed to them in a friendly and co-operative environment.
They must know that their demands and actions are illegal according to rules.



Granting compensation will clearly violate the rules and will set a bad precedence hence it should not be given
out rightly. All such reasons must be conveyed to family members and they must be asked to co-operate with
company.



However even if the dead worker was drunk it is very difficult to face such devastating situation by the family
members hence some financial help out of Corporate Social Responsibility or Worker’s welfare funds must be
offered to the family.



If any of the family members can join the work in place of the victim they need to be given the chance and
necessary training for the employment.

Q) You are the manager of a spare parts company A and you have to negotiate a deal
with the manager of a large manufacturing company B. The deal is highly
competitive and sealing the deal is critical for your company. The deal is being
worked out over a dinner. After dinner the manager of manufacturing company B
offered to drop you to the hotel in his car. On the way to hotel he happens to hit
motorcycle injuring the motorcyclist badly. You know the manager was driving fast
and thus lost control. The law enforcement officer comes to investigate the issue
and you are the sole eyewitness to it. Knowing the strict laws pertaining to road
accidents you are aware that your honest account of the incident would lead to the
prosecution of the manager and as a consequence the deal is likely to be jeopardised,
which is of immense importance to your company.
What are the dilemmas you face? What will be your response to the situation? (250
Words)
Introduction :Dilemmas faced by manager A :

Adhering to rule, law Vs securing company’s gains :- The manager is the only eyewitness to it. If he is abiding by
laws he has to give proof against Manager B. This will lead to the prosecution of the manager and as a
consequence the deal is likely to be jeopardized.
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Personal ethics Vs Professional advancement :- If the manager A does not want to give proof in favour of Manager
B and is being forced under pressure for Company’s gain this would compromise on his personal ethics.



Justice to victim i.e. motorcyclist Vs unethical defence of accused i.e. manager B :- Actions of Manger A will greatly
determine who will get benefitted hence the action need to be much more thoughtful.

Response that should be given by manager A :

Giving a dishonest account is not only doing injustice to the victim but also will compromise rules, laws, ethics,
morals. Hence giving an honest account of what happened is the most appropriate action. By doing this manager
will show courage of conviction.



Manager A along with manager B should look out for best treatment of the victim and should take care of all
charges. He should convince manager B about taking the responsibility and showing sensitivity towards victim.
He must friendly consult him about the consequences of both being honest and following the law and being
dishonest and getting free out of incidence.



This will help in getting his punishment reduced as it is well understandable that the accident was not intentional.
It will also save the reputation of company of Manger B and manager B himself from getting damaged in eyes of
law enforcement agency and public as getting free into such seriously injuring accident won’t be accepted
generally.



Manager should also try to convince the officers that as the accident was not intentional and Manger B is taking
care of victim his punishment must be reduced on the basis of humanitarian concerns.



The deal which is likely to be jeopardize can be justly saved with all these actions.

Q) A building permitted for three floors, while being extended illegally to 6 floors by
a builder, collapses. As a consequence, a number of innocent labourers including
women and children died. These labourers are migrants of different places. The
government immediately announced cash relief to the aggrieved families and
arrested the builder.
Give reasons for such incidents taking place across the country. Suggest measures
to prevent their occurrence. (250 Words)
Introduction :- Collapse of under construction buildings is happening frequently in India. This not only causes huge
economic losses to government or private person but also deaths and devastation to many people.
Reasons for such incidents that are taking place in :

Lack of ethical understanding, empathy, sympathy, respect for human dignity, value to life, understanding of
consequences of such practices lead to occurrence of such incidences.



Prevalence of corruption in officials, laxity in implementing construction norms in full fledge manner, violation of
construction norms to gain benefits, exploitation of loopholes in system like building extra floors than permitted
that too with low quality of material can be some of the other reasons.



The lack of transparency, grievances redressal mechanism in place, weakening of good governance,
accountability, responsibility among people in charge are also causing such incidences to happen.

Measures to prevent their occurrence :

Implementing existing rules, laws, norms in strict manner in order to curb their violation, misuse or exploitation.
Amending them and keeping a check on them on time to time basis in order to make them relevant to present
needs.



Punishing and fixing accountability on the builders, government officials involved in the case in order to deter
others from doing such things in future.



Involving citizens i.e. people from community in vigilance committees and civil society watch groups in order to
keep the activities of builder in check.



Use of technology can significantly enhance efforts to curb such practices and mishaps. Drones, satellite images,
remote sensing can be used to keep vigilance in city construction activities.
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You are a Public Information Officer (PIO) in a government department. You are aware
that the RTI Act 2005 envisages transparency and accountability in administration.
The act has functioned as a check on the supposedly arbitrarily administrative
behaviour and actions. However, as a PIO you have observed that there are citizens
who filed RTI applications not for themselves but on behalf of such stakeholders who
purportedly want to have access to information to further their own interests. At the
same time there are these RTI activists who routinely file RTI applications and attempt
to extort money from the decision makers. This type of RTI activism has affected the
functioning of the administration adversely and also possibly jeopardises the
genuineness of the applications which are essentially aimed at getting justice.
Q) What measures would you suggest to separate genuine and non-genuine
applications? Give merits and demerits of your suggestions. (250 Words)
Introduction :- Right To Information act is one of the most important legislature in India owing to it’s impact in
empowering citizens for an accountable, transparent and responsible governance system in India. However it’s
increased misuse day by day is causing much degradation of it’s noble aims and objectives. This is not only eroding the
faith of people in RTI process but also affecting the functioning of the administration. Hence measures to separate
genuine and non-genuine applications needs to be put in place :-

No

Measures

Merits

Demerits

1)

Setting up intermediary
committees to filter the
application based on it’s
genuineness

It will decrease the non genuine
cases and hence will decrease the
burden of administration.

Genuineness or non genuineness
may vary from case to case and is
very subjective. In this some cases
may get affected.

2)

Increasing the fees for case
filing

It will deter frivolous cases from
being filed.

It may affect poor and weaker
sections of society and they may not
use RTI.

3)

Declaring guidelines and
spreading information about
what can be the non genuine
cases in public domain and
declaring punishments for such
cases.

This will help people in getting
informed about possible
consequences of their filing of non
genuine cases.

Laws needs to be uniform and
exceptions, conditions to it need
legal backups. So many restrictions
on so many things may render it
ineffective.

It will be helpful in streamlining the
RTI applications, in systematizing
the cases and examining them.

This may over complicate a simple
process and common people may
not be able to understand
processing of their cases or basis of
rejection of their cases

4)

Taking help of technology

The importance of RTI is so immense that RTI is considered as the most important thing happened in India next to it’s
independence. Hence measures to minimize it’s ineffectiveness and maximize it’s impact must be taken.
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Q) Institutions are strengthened or weakened depending on how the individuals
temporarily in charge of the institutions act. Comment. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction :- The late political scientist and historian Benedict Anderson called the nation an imagined community,
which brings together people who find common cause to forge a new identity. That entity functions because of its
institutions. India opted for a vibrant democracy at independence for which institutions like Free and fair periodical
elections, a free Press, an independent judiciary and a non-political civil service are the essential ingredients.
The strength of such institutors is required in terms of their structure and functions because only strong democratic
institutions and practices, based on principles of pluralism, inclusion and the rule of law, can provide the foundation
for societies in which the rights and interests of all can be promoted and protected.
According to Prof Amaratya Sen, the Nobel laureate, what India has achieved under the democratic framework in the
past over five decades since independence is far more impressive and it overwhelms some of the shortcomings and
failures and in this the leaders have played a crucial role right from Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel to till today.
This strength and weakness depends on many factors in which the role of individual in charge is most crucial. It is the
individual who defines and determines the credibility, utility and functionality of an institution.
The great rulers of India like Samrat Ashok, Akbar built strong institutions and acted with vision, strong rule so they
could build one of the greatest empires of world. The credibility of Indian judiciary is very high in eyes of people
because the leadership and actions taken by the judges however it also gets lowered down with their overrule and
encroachment.
What can be done :


Visions strengthen democratic institutions. It is vision that suppresses nepotism to pitch enduring tents that can
withstand socio-political and economic tremors. Without foresight, no leader will envisage the need for a viable
democratic institution. Looking ahead of the immediate and discouraging psychoanalysis are major determinants
in erecting admirable democratic institutions.



No democratic institution can thrive without a strong independent law enforcement department. Hence
maintaining an independent agency for their watch, periodic upgradation is also important in order to save them
from being personalised under rule of a person.



Civil society actors should watch how state officials use their powers. They should raise public concern about any
abuse of power. They should lobby for access to information, including freedom of information laws, and rules
and institutions to control corruption. They can promote political participation.

If institutions are the pillars of society and political systems their leaders are the inherent and important ingredients
of the materials of that pillars. Without their quality the quality of institutions and consequently their impact remains
elusive.

Topic: Ethical issues in international relations and funding
Q) Strength, peace and security are considered to be the pillars of international
relations. Elucidate. (150 Words)
UPSC CSE 2017
All the mentioned attributes are complementary and supplementary to each other in international relations
Strength


Strength is sometime required to enforce the mutually agreeable decisions in the larger interest of all.



For example, India principally has been a supporter of nuclear disarmament but as the same time it became
nuclear power.



The idea behind this emanates from the realist perspective of international relations that strength can act as
a deterrent against chaos of international politics.
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Though it tends to justify strength in ethical terms, the consequence can occur disproportionally to the ethics.
The reaction of Pakistan to declare itself as nuclear power after India is an example.

Peace


Peace makes the environment amenable for discussion and cooperation.



It boosts trade, commerce and people to people contact. Peace provides the foundation for development to take
place.



For example, the peace ushered in Europe after second world war has opened avenues of unprecedented
development on all parameters.



Significantly, the human development indices of Scandinavian countries who kept themselves aloof from
international politics maneuvering are a case in point.

Security


Security is of prime importance in international relation as sovereignty is fundamental to existence of state.



Security threats like terrorism, human trafficking, smuggling, refugees issues etc. strains relations with
neighboring and other nations as international relation will strengthen only if national interest is protected.



The scope for global cooperation for security is immense at both bilateral and multilateral levels from threats of
various forms, state or non-state actors.

Indian’s foreign policy is based on philosophies and principles like “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”, Panchsheel, etc. to
bring to the front our strength along with advancement of peace and security all around the world as also enshrined
in our Constitution.

Topic: Corporate governance
Q) Corporate social responsibility makes companies more profitable and sustainable.
Analyse. (150 Words)
Introduction :- Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is referred as a corporate initiative to assess and take
responsibility for the company’s effects on the environment and impact on social welfare and to promote positive
social and environmental change.
Companies has to spend at least 2% of last 3 years average net profits on CSR activities. This may sound costing
companies on their profit but in reality it can make companies more profitable and sustainable :

It enhances the “social quotient” of the company hence help in getting appeal for it’s product from people. Ex
Lifeboy soap success story



It impart an ethical, responsible character to company’s profile, helps it to justify it’s product, growth and create
a distinct aura of company in public sphere. Ex Nanhi Kali project of Godrej group.



Competitive advantage – Businesses that show how they are more socially responsible than their competitors
tend to stand out. TATA group enjoys much social appeal when compared with fellow competitors. The Classmate
notebooks which contributed Rs. 1 towards social welfare gained appeal over other brands.



Boosts employee morale -CSR practices have a significant impact on employee morale, as it reinforces his
confidence on Company’s empathy.



Presence and involvement of company in CSR activity will provide a soft corner to it in governments approval,
preferences. It’s active involvement to implement government flagship program like Swaccha Bharat Mission
enhances company’s credibility in government’s eyes.

Socially beneficial activities involves an element of welfare, charity and providing maximum good to maximum number
of people. While doing them the donator will definitely get benefitted in terms of positive wishes, economic gains or
prestige enhancement. Hence Corporate Social Responsibility makes companies more profitable and sustainable.
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Q) A transformation of corporate governance hinges on the shift from monarchial
model to the custodial model of running a company. Comment. (150 Words)
Livemint
Introduction:
Monarchial model means the succession in a company is family based like the one seen in Tatas, Ambanis and Birlas.
Custodial model is where successor is not family based and open to employees. It is found in L&T group which is
headed by employees.
Custodial model (CM) incorporates following principles of good corporate governance.
1. Merit based


In this emerging age of rapid technological advancement and growing complexities around business
corporations, the custodial model of governance which warrants a code of minimum
qualification/experience for any individual being appointed managing director.



The legacy succession of young family members from the promoter group carries several negative
repercussions.



Succession in CM is more merit based, just and fair compared to succession in MM which is lineage based.

2. Decision Making


CM model offers more participatory decision making compared to personality cult based in MM



Kotak committee has also recommended the separation of roles of chairperson and managing director, and
the chairperson should be a non-executive director.

3. Accountability


Decision in MM are not subjected to as much scrutiny as in CM model.



It would be advisable to begin by at least sensitizing promoters to the need to separate management from
shareholding. Defining minimum criterion for being eligible for top managerial positions for companies with
a certain size and scale of market capitalization is also important.

Thus CM model offers a platform for inclusive decision making protecting the interests of minority stakeholders,
greater accountability which are required for corporate governance. The lack of these found in Tata-Cyrus fallout (a
MM model) vindicates this.
However, ultimately what matters in how the values are applied in letter and spirit. Lack of robust implementation
in CM model may be counter productive as was seen in Murthy-Sikka case (a CM model). Thus aim should be abide
by the rules of corporate governance, be it CM or MM model, as suggested by Kotak Committee on corporate
governance

Q) What is insider trading? Why is it considered as unethical practice? Comment.
(150 Words)
Livemint
Insider trading is defined as the buying or selling of security by someone who has access to material non-public
information about the security.
Why insider trading is unethical?
1. Information is critical for investors, particularly small ones



Active investors regularly track company disclosures and adjust their portfolios depending on the nature and
substance of announcements. As disclosures are often price sensitive, insiders are always in a better
position to make bigger trading gains.
But since this will be unfair to other investors, and in order to maintain trust and confidence in the market,
trading on the basis of unpublished price-sensitive information is illegal.
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2. Affects investor confidence



If some market participants make profits on the basis of insider information, it will put others in an
unfavourable position and can affect investor confidence.
At the macro level, lack of trust in the market can impede mobilization of capital, which can affect investment
and economic growth in the long run. Therefore, it is important that investors don’t lose faith in the market.

3. Credibility of institution like SEBI at stake



It undermines credibility of an organisation i.e. SEBI in the minds of investors
Thus it impacts the morale of the staff which is already low in number, coupled with challenges of effective
deterrent and technological changes.

4. Principles of transparency and accountability


It highlights lack of transparency and accountability in the security market, which is particularly bad for the
potential of investments and economy.

5. Corporate governance compromised



The entire structure of investment is based upon the information available with the investors before they
invest in shares of a company. It is premised on the fact that corporate governance is working well to make
them available true information.
Insider trading is a blow to the corporate governance when the information becomes available to the
powerful investors.

SEBIs insider trading rules are steps in right direction towards curbing menace of insider trading. However those who
get access to security information should act morally, responsibly etc. to provide a level playing field to all the
investors.

*****
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